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19m views 13 years ago life in a day is a historic film capturing for future generations what it was like to be alive on the
24th of july 2010 executive produced by ridley scott and directed on july 24 2010 thousands of people around the world
uploaded videos of their lives to youtube to take part in life in a day a historic cinematic experime life in a day is a crowd
sourced documentary film comprising an arranged series of video clips selected from 80 000 clips submitted to the youtube
video sharing website the clips showing respective occurrences from around the world on a single day 24 july 2010 a
documentary shot by film makers all over the world that serves as a time capsule to show future generations what it was
like to be alive on the twenty fourth of july 2010 directors tegan bukowski loressa clisby kevin macdonald stars hiroaki
aikawa cindy baer teagan bentley see production info at imdbpro add to watchlist these seemingly disparate moments
were all part of the same day in july 2010 from a googler s scrappy pitch to 80 000 video submissions from people around
the world came life in a day it was the biggest crowdsourced feature film ever made directed by kevin macdonald and
executive produced by ridley scott summaries a documentary shot by film makers all over the world that serves as a time
capsule to show future generations what it was like to be alive on the twenty fourth of july 2010 producer ridley scott
and oscar winning director kevin macdonald took this raw material all shot more what happens when you send a request
out to the world to chronicle via video a single lost in the stream children play in a new york fountain on july 24 2010
beyond being filmed on the same date on the same planet the film s amateur footage lacks unifying vision national by
mike hale july 28 2011 the life in a day project an experiment in crowd sourcing a feature film suggests a not very
surprising conclusion there s nothing that the movie business can t macdonald and his cohorts have pulled together clips
from some 80 000 films all uploaded to youtube after a call to record footage on a seemingly random day 24 july 2010 this
crowdsourced documentary looks at july 24 2010 through the lenses of tens of thousands of average folks who submitted
videos of their day to the film s creators through youtube the parents need to know that since this documentary was
culled from thousands of hours of youtube footage submitted by regular people from all over the world it depicts
everything from births to deaths love to loss morning to night some of which may be disturbing to younger viewers
there s a particularly grisly videos and photos life in a day for life in a day a 90 minute documentary film macdonald with
help from a team of researchers pieced together real life footage selected from more than 80 000 youtube submissions
which 7 12 ratings 7 12 10 from 33 users director kevin macdonald and producer ridley scott team up to offer this candid
snapshot of a single day on planet earth compiled from over 80 000 youtube submissions by contributors in 192 countries
life in a day presents a microcosmic view of our daily experiences as a global society jun e jul y aug ust sep tember oct
ober nov ember dec ember highlights events birthdays deaths weddings major events earthquake devastates haiti jan 12
earthquake devastates haiti killing approximately 160 000 and destroying the majority of the capital port au prince a day
2010 directed by jean claude rousseau reviews film cast letterboxd all a day 2010 un jour directed by jean claude rousseau
crew details releases director jean claude rousseau 5 mins more at tmdb sign in to log rate or review share ratings 2
ratings 2 2 ½ ratings 2 8 ratings 10 11 ½ ratings 13 title tt1684586 releaseinfo a day 2010 08 14 2010 jp 3m user score no
videos backdrops or posters have been added to a day status released original language japanese budget crime thriller
mitchell parker lies dead on a morgue slab in life mitchell served the low ranks of debt collectors surrounded by all the
filth and scum that the world had to offer he thought his luck was in when on a routine collection he stumbles across 100
000 in cash hidden in the so read all director darren ward writer box office 76 2 million 4 diary of a wimpy kid is a 2010
american comedy film directed by thor freudenthal and based on jeff kinney s 2007 book of the same name 5 6 7 the film
stars zachary gordon and robert capron devon bostick rachael harris steve zahn and chloë grace moretz also have
prominent roles
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life in a day 2010 film youtube Apr 28 2024

19m views 13 years ago life in a day is a historic film capturing for future generations what it was like to be alive on the
24th of july 2010 executive produced by ridley scott and directed

a look back at life in a day 2010 youtube Mar 27 2024

on july 24 2010 thousands of people around the world uploaded videos of their lives to youtube to take part in life in a day
a historic cinematic experime

life in a day 2011 film wikipedia Feb 26 2024

life in a day is a crowd sourced documentary film comprising an arranged series of video clips selected from 80 000 clips
submitted to the youtube video sharing website the clips showing respective occurrences from around the world on a
single day 24 july 2010

life in a day 2011 imdb Jan 25 2024

a documentary shot by film makers all over the world that serves as a time capsule to show future generations what it
was like to be alive on the twenty fourth of july 2010 directors tegan bukowski loressa clisby kevin macdonald stars
hiroaki aikawa cindy baer teagan bentley see production info at imdbpro add to watchlist

then and now creating life in a day youtube blog Dec 24 2023

these seemingly disparate moments were all part of the same day in july 2010 from a googler s scrappy pitch to 80 000
video submissions from people around the world came life in a day it was the biggest crowdsourced feature film ever
made directed by kevin macdonald and executive produced by ridley scott

life in a day 2011 plot imdb Nov 23 2023

summaries a documentary shot by film makers all over the world that serves as a time capsule to show future generations
what it was like to be alive on the twenty fourth of july 2010

life in a day trailer national geographic youtube Oct 22 2023

producer ridley scott and oscar winning director kevin macdonald took this raw material all shot more what happens
when you send a request out to the world to chronicle via video a single

life in a day the world according to youtube npr Sep 21 2023

lost in the stream children play in a new york fountain on july 24 2010 beyond being filmed on the same date on the
same planet the film s amateur footage lacks unifying vision national
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life in a day review the new york times Aug 20 2023

by mike hale july 28 2011 the life in a day project an experiment in crowd sourcing a feature film suggests a not very
surprising conclusion there s nothing that the movie business can t

life in a day review documentary films the guardian Jul 19 2023

macdonald and his cohorts have pulled together clips from some 80 000 films all uploaded to youtube after a call to record
footage on a seemingly random day 24 july 2010

life in a day distills 4 500 hours of intimate video into Jun 18 2023

this crowdsourced documentary looks at july 24 2010 through the lenses of tens of thousands of average folks who
submitted videos of their day to the film s creators through youtube the

life in a day movie review common sense media May 17 2023

parents need to know that since this documentary was culled from thousands of hours of youtube footage submitted by
regular people from all over the world it depicts everything from births to deaths love to loss morning to night some of
which may be disturbing to younger viewers there s a particularly grisly videos and photos life in a day

conversation kevin macdonald director of life in a day Apr 16 2023

for life in a day a 90 minute documentary film macdonald with help from a team of researchers pieced together real life
footage selected from more than 80 000 youtube submissions which

life in a day 2010 top documentary films Mar 15 2023

7 12 ratings 7 12 10 from 33 users director kevin macdonald and producer ridley scott team up to offer this candid snapshot
of a single day on planet earth compiled from over 80 000 youtube submissions by contributors in 192 countries life in a
day presents a microcosmic view of our daily experiences as a global society

what happened in 2010 on this day Feb 14 2023

jun e jul y aug ust sep tember oct ober nov ember dec ember highlights events birthdays deaths weddings major events
earthquake devastates haiti jan 12 earthquake devastates haiti killing approximately 160 000 and destroying the majority
of the capital port au prince

a day 2010 directed by jean claude rousseau letterboxd Jan 13 2023

a day 2010 directed by jean claude rousseau reviews film cast letterboxd all a day 2010 un jour directed by jean claude
rousseau crew details releases director jean claude rousseau 5 mins more at tmdb sign in to log rate or review share ratings
2 ratings 2 2 ½ ratings 2 8 ratings 10 11 ½ ratings 13
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imdb Dec 12 2022

title tt1684586 releaseinfo

a day 2010 the movie database tmdb Nov 11 2022

a day 2010 08 14 2010 jp 3m user score no videos backdrops or posters have been added to a day status released original
language japanese budget

a day of violence 2010 imdb Oct 10 2022

crime thriller mitchell parker lies dead on a morgue slab in life mitchell served the low ranks of debt collectors
surrounded by all the filth and scum that the world had to offer he thought his luck was in when on a routine collection
he stumbles across 100 000 in cash hidden in the so read all director darren ward writer

diary of a wimpy kid 2010 film wikipedia Sep 09 2022

box office 76 2 million 4 diary of a wimpy kid is a 2010 american comedy film directed by thor freudenthal and based on
jeff kinney s 2007 book of the same name 5 6 7 the film stars zachary gordon and robert capron devon bostick rachael
harris steve zahn and chloë grace moretz also have prominent roles
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